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Abstract: This paper motivates three confidentiality properties based on the notion of
indistinguishable behavior induced by adversary observations of nondeterministic and
probabilistic systems. Concealed behavior is a possibilistic property, whereas ensured
entropy and bounded risk are probabilistic properties. In contrast to noninterference-
like information flow properties, these properties do not primarily aim at restricting
information flow, but on keeping the differences between indistinguishable behavior
confidential. To support the probabilistic definitions, the concept of the probability of
a trace given an observation is clarified for systems permitting external, nondetermin-
istic, and probabilistic choice.

1 Specification of Confidentiality

The question of specifying and analyzing confidentiality properties of IT-systems has at-
tracted considerable attention in the research community over the last decades. Experi-
ence with information flow analysis over program code [Den82] and the Bell-La Padula
model of multi-level security [BL75] shows that it is desirable to formulate confidentiality
properties independently of models of an IT-system. Such models can be rather abstract
descriptions of essential system behavior expressed, e.g., by labeled transition systems or
process calculi, or they can be very detailed models such as program source code.

Conceptually distinguishing confidentiality properties from the models which may or may
not satisfy those properties has two advantages. First, it makes it possible to theoretically
investigate the relationships between different variants of confidentiality properties and
the systems satisfying them. This includes the possibility to validate a particular property
against models that are intuitively supposed to be “secure” or “insecure”. Second, this
distinction allows system and software engineers to specify the specific confidentiality
requirements on a system independently of a particular system description. It should also
allow them to trace such a property from the first analysis models of a system down to its
eventual implementation, although few publications addresses this problem.

In the last two decades, considerable research has investigated the confidentiality property
of noninterference, which basically requires that one part of the system (“Low”) must not
get information about the goings on in the other part of the system (“High”). Follow-
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Figure 1: System Model with Adversary and a Data Transmission System.

ing Goguen and Meseguer’s seminal paper [GM82], quite a number of variants of non-
interference considering systems with different properties, such as non-determinism, and
considering different formulations of noninterference (possibilistic and probabilistic) have
been published. Recently, Mantel [Man03] clarified the relationships between the vari-
ants of possibilistic noninterference. With his Modular Assembly Kit for Security Prop-
erties (MAKS), he identified basic properties that can be conjoined to produce different
“noninterference-like” properties.

All of these properties are information flow properties. They essentially require the system
to prevent information flow from High to Low: Low must not get anything to know about
High’s behavior (through the channels that the particular property addresses). For many
applications, in particular in a civil multi-laterally secure setting, such a requirement is
unrealistic [Rus01]: An implemented system will always leak information from High to
Low. Preventing those flows may not only be technically hard to achieve but they may be
strictly unavoidable.

This paper proposes a family of confidentiality properties that do not aim at preventing or
bounding information flow as such. They rather require the system to protect differences
between system behaviors based on the observations that an adversary inevitably can ac-
cumulate during a particular run of the system. In particular for possibilistic properties,
this view is not new [ZL97], but the focus is different: The properties presented here do
not essentially rely on a set of confidential events, and their definitions are uniformly ex-
pressed in terms of sets of indistinguishable behaviors with the possibilistic property as a
necessary condition of the probabilistic ones.

2 System Model

A confidentiality property makes a proposition about the relationship of a system to an
adversary. The left hand side of Figure 1 illustrates the system model that is the basis to
define confidentiality properties in the following sections. This model has been introduced
before [HPS01, SHP02].

A process P describes the behavior of a system in terms of the interaction with the system
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environment, which comprises users and possibly other systems. The system communi-
cates with the environment through events on communication channels. The channel c on
which an event takes place and the data d transmitted characterize an event c�d. To avoid
some complexity related to unbounded nondeterminism, we assume that the sets of chan-
nels and data are finite. Hence, a process produces only a finite number of distinct events,
the alphabet of the process.

A process P produces sequences of events. A trace is a finite sequence of events. The set
traces�P� of all traces P can produce is the trace semantics of that process.

We are interested in system models that serve to specify intended system functions as
well as to describe actual implementations. Therefore, the system process P may chose
alternative behavior in three possible ways: with external choice, it may offer alterna-
tive behavior for the environment to chose from; with probabilistic choice, it may chose
alternative behavior internally according to a given probability function; and with nonde-
terministic choice, it may leave open the decision whether to resolve a choice externally
or probabilistically.

Both, external choice and probabilistic choice can implement nondeterministic choice.
Thus, nondeterministic choice is a means of leaving implementation decisions open in
a specification. We assume that a final, executable implementation is probabilistically
deterministic, i.e., it does not contain any nondeterministic choice.

The system model sketched in this section has a formal semantics in terms of Probabilistic
Communicating Sequential Processes (PCSP) [MMSS96]. A probabilistic process is a
function assigning standard (non-probabilistic) processes a probability. The semantics of
standard processes is the failure-divergence semantics of (standard) CSP [Ros98].

The details of that semantics and the technical definitions of the confidentiality properties
will be published elsewhere [San05]. The purpose of this paper is to motivate the concepts
from a security perspective rather than to elaborate on the technicalities of that formal
framework. For that purpose, it suffices to know that a process produces a set of traces.
For probabilistic processes, we need to assign probabilities to certain traces of a process,
which is the topic of Section 4.

3 Adversary Views

To fulfill its intended function, the system interacts with its environment through functional
channels. In the figure, the functional channels a, b, and c allow the users Alice, Bob, and
Yves to communicate with the system.

The adversary window w is a distinguished channel modeling an adversary’s means of
observing the running system. All events on w are observations that a passive adversary
may make of the system activity without interfering with the system. In the figure, Yves is
an active adversary who has access not only to the window channel w but also to the func-
tional channel c. Thus, Yves can influence the system behavior, even take part in ordinary
communication with Alice and Bob, and at the same time watch the system through the
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adversary window w.

The adversary window is not a functional channel. It is not part of the behavioral descrip-
tion of the system. Therefore, the adversary cannot actively communicate with the system
through w but can only watch events on w that the system generates.

The adversary window provides a means of describing adversary observations beyond the
obvious ones possible through the adversary’s functional channels. These can include
events monitoring system activity or events providing information obtained by eavesdrop-
ping on communication lines between the system and Alice or Bob.

The situation described in Figure 1 relates to a particular adversary view �P� AI� w�, which
consists of the system process P, the adversary interface AI comprising all functional
channels to which the adversary has access (in Fig. 1, AI � �c�), and the adversary win-
dow w. The adversary view is consistent1 if all events on the adversary interface AI have
a counterpart on the adversary window w. For a consistent adversary view, analysis con-
cerning confidentiality can focus on the adversary window because it provides a complete
picture of the information the adversary can gain about the executing system. In the follow-
ing, all adversary views are supposed to be consistent. In a multi-lateral setting, different
adversary views may serve to model the confidentiality concerns of different stakeholders.

The definitions of confidentiality properties in the following sections are based on the
classes of indistinguishable system traces that an adversary window induces. Let �P� AI� w�
be an adversary view. Two traces s� t � traces�P� are indistinguishable by w (denoted
s �w t) if their projections to w are equal:

s �w t � s � �w� � t � �w�

where s � �w� is the projection of s to the sequence of events on w.

For a trace t, the equivalence class ���
�w

� traces�P���w
comprises all traces s with s �w t.

The set ���w�P� denotes all observations the process P can produce on w. Given an
observation o � ���w�P�, the set2 IP

w�o� contains all traces producing the observation o.

IP
w�o� � �t � traces�P� � t � �w� � o� (1)

Obviously, an adversary cannot directly observe the differences between two members of
IP
w�o�. If there is a trace of P producing the observation o, then I P

w�o� �� � and IP
w�o� �

traces�P���w
. The set �o � ���w�P� � IP

w�o�� of all indistinguishability classes partitions
traces�P�.

Consider the simple data transmission system on the right hand side of Figure 1. Yves
eavesdrops on the communication between Alice and Bob through the system ATrans,
which consists of a sender, the network, and a receiver component. Suppose that w trans-
mits to Yves the length of each message Alice sends to Bob, which of course also conveys
the information that Alice does send a message to Bob at the particular point in time. Al-
though quite abstract, this model reflects the typical situation of encrypted communication
over an open, insecure network.

1A suitable injective mapping makes this notion precise.
2We use the set comprehension notation from the specification language Z. The set �x � X� y � Y � P�x� y� �

t�x� y�� comprises all values of the term t�x� y� for x � X, y � Y satisfying P�x� y�.
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Depending on the way the system controls message “lengths”, a considerable amount of
information may flow to Yves through channel w. Nevertheless, in practice it often is
neither desirable nor feasible to prevent such a channel to the adversary. It is then important
to analyze whether that channel makes the system insecure in the envisaged context of use.

To consider indistinguishability classes as the basis for definitions of confidentiality prop-
erties is not new. Zakinthinos and Lee [ZL97] call indistinguishability classes low level
equivalence sets (LLES). They give a definition of a (possibilistic) security property as
one that can be recast as a property holding for each indistinguishability class and show
that several information flow properties can be defined as properties of those classes.

4 Probability of System Behaviors

Sections 6 and 7 introduce probabilistic confidentiality properties. In particular, they con-
sider the probability ��t�o� of a trace t under the condition that a process P produced the
observation o, i.e., the sequence of events o on the adversary window of P.

A definition of ��t�o� is non-trivial because it must answer the following four questions:
How to assign a probability function to a set of traces that is not prefix-free, i.e. that may
contain traces t� and t� where t� is a prefix of t�? How to assign a probability function to
the possibly infinite set of traces that may produce an observation o? How to assign prob-
abilities to the traces that a nondeterministic choice produces? How to assign probabilities
to the traces that an external choice produces?

The first two questions directly relate to the trace semantics of a process: The set traces�P�
is prefix-closed, because a process can only produce the last event of a trace t after it
has produced all events preceeding that one in t, i.e., all prefixes of t. Furthermore, the
observation o � t � �w� produced by t on the adversary window w is the projection of
t to the sequence of events in t on the channel w. The reverse mapping yields the set
of traces IP

w�o� producing the observation o on the channel w. This set may be infinite,
because P may generate unboundedly many events on its functional channels between two
observations on w.

It is not obvious how to probabilistically distinguish a trace t from its prefixes because the
system may halt after producing a prefix, or it may continue producing events to complete
t. In the first case, a probability function needs to assign a distinguished probability to
the prefix whereas in the second case, both, the prefix and t belong to the same stochastic
event and therefore must not be distinguished probabilistically.

A solution to these problems lies in restricting the adversary with respect to the duration of
an observation, i.e., the maximal length k of the system traces that are considered in I P

w�o�.
Under this restriction, the probability of a trace t� with a length strictly less than k can be
considered the probability of the system producing t and halting afterwards, whereas the
probability of a trace t� extending t� to a total of k events is the probability of the system
not halting after t� but producing the full trace t�. Given a finite alphabet, the upper bound
k also makes IP

w�o� finite, and thus makes the question of asking for the probability of a
trace given the observation o sensible.
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The upper bound k on the length of behaviors in I P
w�o� reflects a realistic restriction on the

adversary. The adversary can only wait for some finite time to observe o and complete the
observation by deciding not to wait for another observable event.

The last two questions refer to the fact that assigning a probability to a trace only makes
sense if the choice of each event in the trace is a probabilistic one. Therefore, the other
two kinds of choice must be resolved probabilistically. Both, probabilistic choice and
external choice can implement nondeterministic choice. Therefore, we need to consider
all possible ways of implementing nondeterminism in P, which produces the set P� of
variants3 of P with only probabilistic or external choice.

Only the system environment can resolve an external choice probabilistically. Therefore,
asking for ��t�o� is sensible only under the assumption that the system environment has
a particular stochastic behavior. The user model EU is a process modeling the stochastic
behavior of the non-malicious environment, i.e., it communicates with the system on the
functional channels not in the adversary interface AI. Of course, it would be inadequate
to restrict the adversary to a specific behavior. Therefore, the confidentiality properties we
define consider all processes EA modeling adversary behavior at the adversary interface
AI such that the parallel composition R � Q �

�w �EU ��� EA�� � k of a variant Q � P�

with the two environment processes4 produces a completely probabilistic process that does
not admit any external or nondeterministic choice, and that diverges after k events. An
environment process �EU ��� EA� resolving all external choices in Q probabilistically is
called admissible for Q.

In summary, to define the probability ��t�o�, it is necessary to augment an adversary view
�P� AI� w� with an upper bound k on the length of system runs and with a stochastically
behaving environment EU. The adversary model �P� AI� w� k� EU� thus captures assump-
tions on the behavior of the non-malicious environment and the adversary’s observational
power.

5 Concealed Behavior

The first confidentiality property, called concealed behavior, is a possibilistic property.
It rephrases indistinguishability from an indicative proposition (“the system conceals the
differences of traces in an indistinguishability class”) to an optative proposition requiring
the system to keep certain traces indistinguishable. Prescribing certain sets of traces to be
kept indistinguishable is the means to define that property.

A mask � for a process P is a set of pairwise disjoint subsets of the traces of P. A
mask need not partition traces�P�. The system is required to conceal the differences of the
members of a set in � to the extent specified by a specific confidentiality property. There
is no confidentiality requirement for the traces of P that are not contained in

�
�. These

traces are “don’t cares.”
3These are the maximal refinements of P in PCSP.
4The environment communicates with Q on the functional interface only. It does not synchronize on the

adversary window w, which the arrow pointing at w symbolizes in the composition operator ��� �
�w ���.
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For the data transmission system in Figure 1, we could require all traces consisting of three
messages that either serve to exchange a session key or to transmit data encoded with a
session key to be indistinguishable. Then a set M� � � would consist of exactly the
traces with events on the channels inp and out that are needed to exchange those message
triples. M� would, however, not prescribe the observations on w directly, because it must
be defined independently of the adversary model.

The confidentiality property of concealing a mask � directly relates to the set theoretic
properties of indistinguishability. If differences between the traces in a set M � � are to
be kept confidential, they must – at least – be indistinguishable. The following Definition
1 formalizes that property by set inclusion: M � I R

w�o�, where the process R is the system
P in a suitable environment.

That set inclusion not only requires the system to produce the same observation o for all
members of M if they occur, but it also requires the process R to be capable of producing
all members of M. This is a non-trivial requirement because R consists of P composed
with an environment process and, therefore, R may produce fewer traces than P does.

If R could not produce all members of M but, in the extreme case, just one of them, then
adversaries could infer the exact system behavior from a given observation on the basis of
their knowledge about the system environment. Arguably, that possible inference based
on a priori knowledge would not reduce confidentiality – after all, the other members of M
could not occur anyway. But an adversary might be able to modulate the system behavior
such that many members of an M � � would become impossible. Then guessing the
remaining ones would be comparatively easy. Hence, we require a set of classes � to
cover �:

� �������� �M � � � � I � � � M � I 	 � 	 M � I (2)

As explained in Section 4, the definition of concealed behavior also needs to consider all
adversary behaviors EA for a given user model EU.

Definition 1 (Concealed Behavior)
Let � be a set of mutually disjoint sets of traces over 
 with a length of at most k. The
adversary model �P� AI� w� k� EU� conceals �, written Conceals��P� AI� w� k� EU�, if

�EA 
 �EU 


 EA� admissible for P� k �

let R 	 �P �
�w �EU 


 EA�� � k � o � ���w�R� � IR

w�o�� ������� (3)

�

Concealed behavior is a property of sets of traces. It is a closure property [McL96] and
therefore cannot be expressed as a property of system traces.

An adversary model does not necessarily conceal the set of its indistinguishability classes
� 	 o � ���w�P� � IP

w�o��, because the environment can prohibit certain behavior such
that the process R produces only a subset of I P

w�o� for some o. If the user environment EU
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and all adversary environments EA admit P to produce a class IP
w�o� either completely or

not at all, then the adversary model does conceal �.

The following observations5 clarify the relationship between concealed behavior and non-
interference-like information flow properties that can be expressed in Mantel’s MAKS.
MAKS expresses information flow properties as conjunctions of basic security predicates
(BSP) related to a view � � �C� N� V� partitioning the events E of a system into confiden-
tial ones C, visible ones V, and non-visible but not confidential ones N. Each BSP has the
following form, where the predicate S���� �� c� v� implies that � is a prefix of � .

BSP��Tr� �

� � � Tr� c � C� v � V� � � E� � S���� �� c� v� � � � � � Tr � T���
�� �� �� c� v� (4)

Thus, a BSP basically requires that, under certain conditions, there exists some trace � � �
Tr for a each � � Tr. This can be represented by a system of masks ���Tr�. The
members of ���Tr� correspond to the different choices of � � in (4).

BSP��traces�R�� � �� ����traces�R�� �
�
	o � ���w�R� � IR

w�o�
 �	
����
�

(5)

It is an implicit assumption underlying MAKS that the atomic entities of confidential in-
formation are events (gathered in C). With a mask, in contrast, it is possible to express
confidentiality requirements on the sequencing of events. It is not obvious that this kind
of requirement can always be reduced to one on single events.

6 Ensured Entropy

Why Definition 1 insists that a member of a mask is contained completely in an indistin-
guishability class becomes clear when we consider probabilistic confidentiality properties.
If the adversary knows about the stochastic behavior of the system, then concealed be-
havior is a weak confidentiality requirement. In the data transmission system of Figure 1,
suppose Yves observes the sequence ��� ��� ���. If Yves knows that a triple of messages
with those lengths is characteristic for exchanging a session key between Alice and Bob,
with the second message holding the session key, then Yves can infer at least that Alice
and Bob are about to start a new session. For being “characteristic” for key exchange, it
suffices to know that there is only a �� chance, say, that a triple of messages with those
lengths is not a key exchange.

This observation motivates to define another confidentiality property based on the adver-
sary’s uncertainty about the true system behavior behind an observation. A measure of
that uncertainty is the entropy Hw�Ro� of the indistinguishability class I R

w�o� given an ob-
servation o of a process R, which is a fully probabilistic variant of P as defined in Section
4. The conditional entropy is defined by

Hw�Ro� �
�

t�IR
w�o�

��to� � �	�


��to�
(6)

5The limited space does not allow us to elaborate that relationship in detail.
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The confidentiality property of ensured entropy requires that there is a probabilistically
deterministic variant Q of the system process P that, put in a suitable environment, guar-
antees lower bounds on the entropy of the indistinguishability classes covering a given
mask �.

Definition 2 (Ensured Entropy)
Let � � � � � map classes of � to possible values of entropy. The adversary model
ensures the entropy � for �, written Ent�

�
�P� AI� w� k� EU�, if

�Q � P� � �EA � �EU ��� EA� adm. for P� k � let R � �Q �
�w �EU ��� EA�� � k �

	o � ���w�R� � IR
w�o�
 ��	
����

�M �� � �o � ���w�R� � M � IR
w�o� � ��M�  Hw�R�o�

(7)

�

The fact that Definition 2 existentially quantifies over Q needs further explanation. The
refinements Q of P contained in P� are possible implementations of the specification P.
One would expect all refinements of P to satisfy “usual” functional requirements, which
can be formalized by properties of traces, that P satisfies. The well-known refinement
paradox shows, however, that resolving nondeterminism may compromise confidentiality
properties even in a possibilistic setting. This is also true for our probabilistic properties.
Therefore, Definition 2 only requires that at least one (functionally correct) implemen-
tation of P ensures the specified lower bound on the entropy of its indistinguishability
classes. If this property is preserved in the implementation process refining P to some P n

in several steps, and Pn does not have any nondeterministic choices, then P n
� is a singleton

and ensures the specified lower bounds on the entropy.

In the example, putting a lower bound on the entropy of I R
w���� ���� ���� requires the

system to produce message triples of these lengths that are not key exchange messages
with sufficiently high probabilities. Thus, a system satisfying that property keeps key
exchange messages better confidential than one that does not.

7 Bounded Risk

The following example illustrates a situation where an entropy based confidentiality prop-
erty may not be adequate. For a probability p, consider a steganographic data transmission
system StSystemp that hides a message m within some carrier data c in the communication
of two parties by merging those two data sets probabilistically: For each transmitted bit d i,
the system chooses the next data bit mj and transmits di � data�mj� with probability p, or
it chooses the next carrier bit ck and transmits di � carrier�ck� with probability �� � p�.
A passive adversary observes the communication of the two parties but cannot distinguish
message bits from carrier bits, i.e., the adversary observes m j or ck without the marker data

or carrier. Given a sequence of observed bits o, the indistinguishability class I StSystemp
w �o�

contains all traces containing the same sequences of bits o with varying markers data or
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carrier for the individual bits. Thus, an indistinguishability class effectively hides the
sequences of markers from direct observation by the adversary.

The entropies of StSystem���� and StSystem���� given an observation o are identical, be-
cause both systems hide the markers data or carrier equally well. Nevertheless, one would
consider StSystem���� “better” than StSystem����, because for the latter the adversary has
good chances of discovering much of the message m by assuming that each transmitted bit
is a message bit, whereas guessing that each transmitted bit is a carrier bit for StSystem ����

does not help the adversary to discover the message m.

In a situation like this, a confidentiality property that does not treat all differences between
members of an indistinguishability class alike is called for. The property of bounding
the risk of an adversary’s estimation of the true system behavior based on an observation
makes that distinction possible.

A Bayesian adversary model �P� AI� w� k� EU� L� is one augmented with a loss function
L � traces�P� � traces�P� � � that assigns real-valued losses to pairs of system traces.
The risk of an estimation e�o� given an observation o is the expected loss of that estimation

�Lw�e�o� �
�

t�Iw�o�

L�e�o�� t� � ��t�o� (8)

A Bayesian estimator e� is one that minimizes the risk �Lw�e�o� for all observations o.

� o � �Lw�e
��o� � ����e � �Lw�e�o�� (9)

The crucial parameter of a Bayesian estimator is the loss function. It reflects the value an
adversary assigns to the differences of indistinguishable behavior. More precisely speak-
ing, the loss function models the stakeholders’ assumption about the adversary’s esteem.
This, of course, reflects the stakeholder’s esteem of the differences between indistinguish-
able system behavior. Thus, the loss function is part of the adversary model.

Like entropy, the Bayesian estimator quantifies the degree to which the system keeps dif-
ferences between indistinguishable behavior confidential. The Bayesian estimator – by
way of the loss function – distinguishes the particular behavior that the adversary will in-
fer from an observation. The risk assigned to that estimation also measures the expected
distance between the aspects of the true system behavior that the adversary is interested
in and the estimation. Thus, we can interpret the minimum risk �Lw�e��o� as a measure of
how good the system keeps confidential the interesting aspects of indistinguishable sys-
tem behavior, which the loss function distinguishes: the higher the expected loss is for the
adversary, the better the system keeps its secret.

Similar to ensured entropy, the confidentiality property of bounded risk puts lower bounds
on the minimal risk in a Bayesian adversary model.

Definition 3 (Bounded Risk)
Let �P� AI� w� k� EU� L� be a Bayesian adversary model, and let � � 	 � � map classes
of 	 to risk values for L. The adversary model bounds the risk of Bayesian estimation
within 	 by �, written Rsk���P� AI� w� k� EU� L�, if for all M 
 	 the risk ��M� is
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a lower bound to the Bayesian risk assigned to e� for each indistinguishability class of
�P� AI� w� k� EU� containing M.

�Q � P� � �EA � �EU ��� EA� adm. for P� k � let R � �Q �
�w �EU ��� EA�� � k �

�o � ���w�R� � IR
w�o�� ��	
���	

�M �� � � o � ���w�R� � M 
 IR
w�o� � ��M� � �Lw�e

��o�

(10)

�

In the example, considering the map of all indistinguishability classes and putting a uni-
form lower bound of��M� � �� to the risk associated with each class, StSystem p bounds
the risk by � for any probability p ranging from �� to ��. For those probabilities, an es-
timation with a minimal risk can be expected to have at least two more bits with wrongly
assigned markers than it has correctly assigned data-markers.

8 Conclusions

The confidentiality properties introduced in this paper provide an approach of specify-
ing confidentiality with some uniformity between the possibilistic and the probabilistic
properties. In contrast to standard possibilistic properties, concealed behavior requires the
system to possibly produce all and not just one alternative behavior specified in the mem-
bers of a mask. This fits well with the probabilistic properties which restrict the relative
probabilities of the traces in the members of a mask.

We hope that ensured entropy and bounded risk are better suited to capture “civil” confi-
dentiality requirements than probabilistic noninterference [Gra91] is, because they do not
aim at blocking all covert channels but accept the fact that there usually is a channel to
adversaries of considerable capacity. In a refinement-based setting, those properties can
be used to specify allowed adversary observations abstractly, and to describe unavoidable
adversary observations in an implementation. The refinement relation then must ensure
that the unavoidable observations do not compromise the amount of confidentiality spec-
ified for system behavior that is indistinguishable with respect to the allowed (abstract)
observations. Such a refinement based development methodology has been sketched in
previous work [HPS01, SHP02]. The technical definition of a data and behavioral refine-
ment preserving those properties will be published shortly [San05].

As with any statistic decision theory, crucial questions are to determine realistic proba-
bility functions describing the stochastic behavior of the system and its environment, and
to specify adequate bounds for ensured entropy and bounded risk. Further research must
investigate how stable ensured entropy and bounded risk are under (small) changes of
the user environment behavior, because the stochastic environment model will always be
a best guess (as in any “Bayesian” approach), and a security verdict should not depend
on small errors in that model. Concerning the specified bounds, we envisage a develop-
ment methodology that will systematically adjust the bounds to reconcile security wishes
(“100% confidentiality”) with practically achievable security.
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